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Diversity matters: opportunities in the study of the
genetics of psychotic disorders in low- and middle-income
countries in Latin America
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Lack of diversity regarding genetic and environmental backgrounds weakens the generalization and
clinical applicability of research findings on psychotic disorders. Notably, Latin Americans have been
generally neglected in genetic studies, comprising less than 2% of genome-wide association study
samples. But Latin American populations represent a unique opportunity for research, given the
exceptionally high ethnic admixture of this group. Increasing genetic diversity is essential to improve
the fine mapping of known regions associated with psychotic disorders, discover novel genetic
associations, and replicate studies. Additionally, Latin America is characterized by massive social,
political, and economic inequalities, all known risk factors for mental health issues, including psychotic
disorders. This article aims to 1) discuss the challenges and advantages of studying Latin America’s
particular genetic makeup and environmental context; 2) review previous studies conducted in the
region; and 3) describe three Latin American research initiatives in progress: the Neuropsychiatric
Genetics of Psychosis in Mexican Populations (NeuroMEX), the Paisa, and the Latin American
Network for the Study of Early Psychosis (ANDES) studies.
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Introduction

Psychotic spectrum disorders – mainly schizophrenia,
schizoaffective, and bipolar disorder – have an estimated
lifetime prevalence of around 3.5%1 and represent a
major global health burden, both at individual and public
levels.2 Despite their social relevance, the pathophysio-
logical pathways leading to psychotic disorders remain
mostly uncertain. The development of research on the
etiological features of psychosis is a crucial step towards
more effective and improved diagnostic tools and treat-
ments. To date, the most established hypothesis depicts
psychotic disorders as a byproduct of gene-environment
interactions during neurodevelopment. Thus, a broader
view of genetic features and environmental exposures
can provide new insights into the underlying neurobiology.

Most genetic studies on psychosis, however, have
been conducted in high-income countries, using essen-
tially European descendants.3,4 This lack of ethnic diver-
sity stands out for large-scale genome-wide association
studies (GWAS) in general, as more than 78% of these
samples are from European ancestry.5 Consequently,
other groups remain widely underrepresented. Latin
Americans comprise merely 1.3% of all GWAS samples,5

despite accounting for 8.4% of the world population,6

which leads not only to serious ethical qualms, but also to
critical scientific repercussions, since the same GWAS
findings may not be replicable across ethnic groups.7

This article highlights the importance of investigating
the genetics of psychotic disorders in low- and middle-
income countries (LMIC) from a Latin American perspec-
tive. We also discuss how this genetic background
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interaction with the deprived setting of this region could
benefit research. Finally, we review Latin America’s parti-
cipation in genetic studies so far and describe three
ongoing projects related to psychotic disorders in Latin
America.

How genetic studies in Latin American
populations can improve our understanding of
psychotic disorders

Latin America encompasses 20 countries and over 650
million citizens6 in a vast geographic region, each with its
own heterogeneous demographic features. From the
admixture point of view, Latin America provides a highly
diversified genetic pool, stemming from Native American,
European, African, and Asian ancestry components that
resulted from unprecedented transcontinental migrations
since the 15th century.

The distribution of these ancestries, however, is extre-
mely heterogeneous across the continent. Populations
from Mexico, Peru, Ecuador, and Bolivia present over
40% Native American ancestry, whereas those of
Uruguay, Argentina, and southern Brazil have less than
10%. Likewise, African ancestry is disproportionately
encountered due to slavery and the colonial activities of
European countries. Consequently, the African ancestry
in Latin America ranges from Caribbean countries (mainly
Haiti and Jamaica), which have major African contribu-
tion, to Argentina and Uruguay, for instance, whose
populations have less than 5% African ancestry.8

A more in-depth look into African migration illustra-
tes the complexity of ethnic diversity across the region,
since its distributions also vary considerably within each
country: in Brazil, for example, the population of Salvador
(Northeast region) presents 50% African ancestry, the
largest in the country,9 whereas Southern Brazil has
an African ancestry lower than 10%. These differences
usually reflect the economic activities that motivated
large, forced migrations. There are also ethnic differences
within African ancestry, with greater West African an-
cestry in the Northeast of Brazil and East African ancestry
in the Southeast region.9 In general, the same applies
to European ancestry and migration flows from other
continents.

One characteristic that usually distinguishes Latin
Americans is their pronounced interethnic admixture.10-12

This contrasts with the genetic makeup of European
populations, which limits the applicability of current gene-
tic findings. Polygenic predictors of risk, namely the Poly-
genic Risk Score (PRS), represent a key instrument
to approach complex disorders. PRS summarizes the
genome-wide effects of thousands genetic variants for a
specific trait and, in the last decade, have allowed
substantial insights into complex illnesses.13-15 But these
scores are mainly derived from European samples, and
such reduced ethnic diversity weakens the translation of
results to non-European populations.7,16 For instance,
among admixed populations, particularly those enriched
with African ancestry, PRS has shown prediction accura-
cies up to 75% lower than in Europeans.16,17

Studying more diverse samples would enhance the
applicability of research findings. But, ultimately, a
primary reason for including other populations is to obtain
a representation of different allelic variants and, above all,
allele frequencies different from those encountered in
European samples. In fact, the inclusion of non-European
subjects has shown to increase the number of identi-
fied genomic associations and aid in the fine-mapping
of GWAS loci.18 The few studies that did include non-
European populations discovered variants associated
with a wide range of phenotypes.19-22 The 1000 Genomes
(1000G) Project Consortium23 found that, in general,
individuals from African populations present 800,000
more variant sites than European and Asian popula-
tions.23 Likewise, studies have shown that admixed
populations with African ancestry presented the greatest
variability per individual regarding the number of variants
(for example, Colombians and Puerto Ricans from 1000G).
As such, this increased number of variants naturally
contributes to the identification of new genomic associa-
tions: although African populations represent 2.4% of
GWAS samples, they were responsible for 7% of all asso-
ciations discovered; similarly, despite only accounting for
1.3% of GWAS samples, studies of Latin American
populations have identified 4% of all associations.24

Notwithstanding the clear advantages of increasing
diversity, admixed subjects are consistently removed from
GWAS, mainly because population substructure can bias
results,25-29 even after global ancestry or principal com-
ponent adjustments.30 However, new tools and statisti-
cal methods developed in the last few years to app-
roach ancestry more effectively, such as Tractor31 and
asaMap,32 should encourage the inclusion of admixed
populations in large genomic studies.

How the study of the Latin American environment
can improve our understanding of psychotic
disorders

While the genetic contribution to psychosis is well-estab-
lished, it does not fully explain the overall risk for these
conditions. Genetic risk can be a potential catalyst for the
independent effects of pathogenic environmental expo-
sures and vice versa.

Some environmental risk factors for psychotic disor-
ders seem to be particularly frequent and intense in Latin
America, i.e., violence, poverty, and urbanicity. According
to the United Nations International Children’s Emergency
Fund (UNICEF),33 the overall wealth inequality in Latin
American countries is the highest in the world and is
directly linked to increased poverty,34 unregulated urba-
nization,35 crime, violence,36,37 and limited social or health-
care assistance.38 A recent report36 showed that, outside
war zones, 43 of the world’s 50 most dangerous cities are
located in Latin America, with one-third of the world’s
homicides in 2018 occurring in this region. Latin America
also has the world’s highest rates of interpersonal violence
and kidnapping.37 Consequently, social inequality provides
a natural experiment in which impoverished communities
that are highly exposed to violence coexist within the same
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cities (or, frequently, within the same neighborhoods) as
wealthy and privileged populations.

Environmental exposures are thought to be driven by
social relationships and modulated by economic, health,
and educational opportunities. Thus, studying psychotic
disorders across different settings would provide a more
comprehensive perspective, especially if approached
through syndemics. The syndemic model39 was designed
to look at multifactorial health conditions that interact
adversely in a determined population, accounting for the
contextual and social aspects that could increase their
occurrence. Biosocial factors are understood to operate
intertwined at various levels, with a greater cumulative
effect than each factor individually, which confirms the
existence of a converging synergic relationship. Conse-
quently, these conditions ‘‘are most likely to emerge under
conditions of health inequality caused by poverty,
stigmatization, stress or structural violence.’’39

Researchers must keep in mind that instruments devel-
oped to assess environmental exposures in high-income
countries may be somewhat incompatible and inconsistent
to measure stressful life events and their possible effects
comparatively, for example, in contexts of high violence and
deprivation.40-42 The World Health Organization (WHO)
Survey Consortium37,43 investigated a large population
sample from 24 countries across six continents and found
that the rate and type of trauma exposure varied consider-
ably among nations, with Latin Americans presenting the
highest overall rates. Unexpectedly, the prevalence of post-
traumatic stress disorder in high-income countries was
similar or even higher than that in LMIC, which could be a
result of cross-population variability in specific psychometric
instruments. On the other hand, these findings could also
reflect resilience traits, with possible genetic associations
and/or environmentally acquired mechanisms, which sug-
gests that Latin American populations may be desensitized
to trauma exposure.

However, it is unclear how psychosis incidence rates,
disease severity, or age of onset could be impacted
differently by Latin America’s adverse environment
compared to high-income countries, indicating further
opportunities to study gene-environment interaction. One
possible approach to handling this myriad of effects
is through recently described poly-environmental risk
scores,44,45 which, analogous to the PRS (although more
dynamic), could load multiple environmental risk factors
and express the impact of cumulative exposure, which is
also in line with the syndemic framework. Additionally, the
relative weights of each risk factor can be calculated for
different regions and aggregate scores (as opposed to
individual risks) and can be used to compare the overall
environmental risk for psychosis. Like the previously
discussed genetic findings, investigating environmental
exposures in different regions could reveal new, pre-
viously undescribed risk factors and contribute to the
development of more accurate, reproducible measures.

Previous Latin American research

Before genome-wide investigations, candidate gene stud-
ies with a case-control design were the main approach to

exploring associations between single genomic loci and
psychotic disorders. Even though the results have been,
in general, mostly non-replicable,46 innumerous genes
and variants have been tested, resulting in the identifica-
tion of some small effect alleles.

Recently, Liu et al.47 conducted an extensive systema-
tic review of schizophrenia candidate gene studies, which
investigated a total of 20,570 single nucleotide poly-
morphisms (SNPs) in more than 3,414 genes. The
authors made all the results available, which comprised
the raw data of every study, including the country of origin
and ethnicity of each sample. Among the 1,188 eligible
publications, only 19 were from Latin America, which
represents 1.5% of the included reports: Brazil (13 stud-
ies48-59), Mexico (four studies60-63), and Costa Rica (two
studies64,65), although the samples overlapped consider-
ably. Overall, the 19 studies assessed seven cohorts, all
with relatively small sample sizes, totaling 1,426 cases
(range = 69-421; standard deviation [SD] = 120.1) and
2,020 controls (range = 85-834; SD = 298.0), whose
ethnicities were described as ‘‘Mixed.’’

Other Latin American studies have gathered samples
larger than 1,000 subjects and performed candidate loci/
gene associations. Gonzalez et al.66 evaluated 91 SNPs
previously associated with schizophrenia or bipolar
disorder in a Latin American cohort of 2,254 individuals
(706 cases of bipolar disorder or schizoaffective dis-
order and 1,548 probands) and were able to replicate the
association of eight SNPs. We found that 80% of these
studies aimed at replicating the findings of other popula-
tions, rather than investigating new genetic associations.

To date, Bigdeli et al.22 have conducted the only Latin
American GWAS with reasonable power, which included
4,324 individuals (1,234 cases). This study identified a novel
genome-wide significant association within the GALNT13
gene in the Latino cohort alone and 101 loci when meta-
analyzing it with the Schizophrenia Working Group of the
Psychiatric Genomics Consortium (PGC-Schizophrenia),4

eight of which had not been previously associated with
schizophrenia. Moreover, Bigdeli et al. showed that meta-
analyzing combined data from European (PGC-Schizophre-
nia) admixed African and Latinos improved the fine-mapping
of nine regions and increased PRS prediction for Latinos
from 1.7 to 2.1% (measured by liability R2).

Recent technologies have allowed the scanning of the
entire exome, allowing the identification of rare genetic
variants, which could lead to larger effects in deleterious
phenotypes than common variants. Moreover, whole-
exome sequencing investigates variants that are not cap-
tured by SNP genotyping arrays. Wu et al.67,68 performed
a systematic review of genetic research on schizophrenia
and set up an open database (http://www.szdb.org) con-
taining all of the identified findings from exome sequen-
cing publications from inception to May 2020. Of the 16
studies, 15 evaluated essentially Caucasian samples and
one assessed Asian subjects. Although none of the stud-
ies were conducted in Latin America, two were performed
in the United States and included Latino samples,
representing 669 and 1%70 of all subjects.

Altogether, this comprehensive review demonstrates
that few genetic studies with large samples have been
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carried out in Latin America, which, consequently, hinders
our understanding of ethnic diversity and allele frequency
in psychotic disorders. As such, international collabora-
tions within Latin America represent a possible solution
for these issues.

Description of ongoing projects and the results so
far

Finally, in addition to published papers, we searched
among leading regional schizophrenia researchers for
current initiatives aimed at building large and thoroughly
assessed cohorts to change this scenario. The Neurop-
sychiatric Genetics of Psychosis in Mexican Populations
(NeuroMEX), Paisa, and Latin American Network for the
Study of Early Psychosis (ANDES) projects are the result
of international collaborations between Latin America and
high-income nations. These international consortia could
be used as framework in the future, possibly encouraging
further actions (additional information for each of the
following studies can be found in Box 1, available as
online-only supplementary material).

The NeuroMEX Study

NeuroMEX is a three-part collaboration between the
Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health, the Stanley
Center for Psychiatric Genetics at the Broad Institute of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Harvard, and
the National Institute of Psychiatry Ramón de la Fuente
Muñiz (INPRFM) in Mexico City. The NeuroMEX Study
aims to recruit a total of 8,000 participants throughout
Mexico, including 4,000 psychosis cases and 4,000 con-
trols in a large GWAS, combined with extensive pheno-
typic data related to psychosis, schizophrenia, and bipolar
disorder. The study seeks to build capacity and train
Mexican collaborators to ensure the advancement of
neuropsychiatric genetics research in Mexico.

Paisa Study

Paisa encompasses several administrative regions in
Colombia, including the departments of Antioquia, Cal-
das, Risaralda and Quindı́o.71,72 The largest cities in this
region are Medellin, Manizales, and Pereira, and the
whole area includes a population of approximately 9
million individuals. The Paisa population, which origina-
ted between the 15th and 19th century, primarily from
the genetic admixture of Native American women and
European men is considered a genetic isolate.73-75 The
isolation provided by the Andes Mountains, the rapid
demographic growth of 25 generations and the subse-
quent population bottleneck that occurred during the initial
admixture resulted in patterns of allelic variation that differ
considerably from neighboring populations.73,76 Parental
ancestry analyses of this population have shown that the
Y chromosome lineage consists of 94% European, 5%
African, and 1% Native American; the mitochondrial DNA
lineage is 90% Native American, 8% African, and 2%
European. The reduced diversity of surnames introduced

by the founders71 allows easily traceable genealogical
antecedents. There is also an increased prevalence of
autosomal recessive disorders in the region associated
with high degrees of consanguinity.71 Such unique
features make the Paisa population especially valuable
for the study of rare variant associations.

Previous genetic investigations in the Paisa population
have contributed to our understanding of several neurop-
sychiatric disorders: Alzheimer’s disease,77,78 attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder,79 bipolar disorder,80-84 and
schizophrenia.76 More recently, the University of Califor-
nia, Los Angeles and the Universidad de Antioquia in
Colombia initiated a case control study in the Paisa region
to evaluate the relationship between severe mental illness
phenotypes and genetic variants that may contribute to
disease risk and development. For this study, a cohort of
8,000 individuals with diagnoses of mood or psychotic
disorders (bipolar disorder, major depression disorder
and schizophrenia) and 2,000 healthy controls from the
Paisa region are being recruited and systematically
evaluated with extensive clinical and cognitive batteries,
as well as with genome wide genomic analyses.

ANDES Study

ANDES is a consortium created in 2018 of 15 different
groups from six Latin American countries: Argentina,
Brazil, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, and Mexico. Its main
objective is to stimulate research collaborations within the
region, aiming to capitalize on existing resources, facil-
itate knowledge transfer across groups, and focus on
specific aspects of psychosis in these countries.85 In addi-
tion to genetic studies, the participating groups are also
conducting clinical, cognitive, epidemiological, economic,
and neuroimaging analyses. As a first step, though, the
network has focused on harmonizing existing data.

To illustrate this point, a recent study included struc-
tural MRI images from 334 patients with schizophrenia
and 262 controls and was able to examine the modulating
effect of poverty and violence on the brain in the harsh
Latin American environment.86 Currently, projects are
analyzing previously acquired genetic data to examine the
validity of PRS for Latin American populations.

Discussion

Although schizophrenia has a high heritability (around
80% based on twin studies87), the largest available
GWAS explained only one-quarter of the disease var-
iance,88 reinforcing the need to explore additional genetic
and environmental variants. But to conduct such inves-
tigations, it is imperative to increase the diversity of
research populations.

Latin America can contribute to both, given the admixed
genetics of Latin Americans and their intense setting.
However, researchers must face tough challenges, parti-
cularly the scarcity of research funding in the region, which
calls for strategies to promote innovative studies. A syn-
demic framework could benefit new data collection efforts
by maximizing results and reducing costs, for example,
through the assessment of correlated phenotypes, such as
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trauma, psychosis, and cardiovascular diseases, all enhan-
ced by each other and the environment. Additionally, as
we suggested, employing weighted poly-environmental
risk scores across different socioeconomic contexts might
provide some insight into its overall effect on psychotic
disorders and how adverse exposures possibly catalyze
genetic liability.

Regarding genetic investigations specifically, public
datasets and mobile applications will become increasingly
important tools to achieve deeper and cheaper phenotyp-
ing. But, again, the lack of financial support to develop this
capacity results in problematic bottlenecks. In Colombia,
for example, the PAISA project has been largely facili-
tated by the availability of nationwide electronic records,
which are unfortunately not common across Latin
America. Furthermore, the planned quick collection of
large genetic samples should be paralleled with efforts to
improve exposome phenotyping.89

The ongoing projects described herein represent
critical initiatives to foster Latin America’s role in interna-
tional research. The NeuroMEX and Paisa projects show
how partnerships with high-income countries can accel-
erate processes and should be stimulated. Likewise,
the ANDES network provides an example of how colla-
borations even among Latin American countries could
increase samples and optimize resources.

In conclusion, Latin American countries share many
characteristics, including poverty, economic inequality,
and violence, but also differ substantially in terms of
culture, language, and genetic backgrounds. As such,
these countries work as a natural laboratory to under-
stand pathways connecting genetic liability and envi-
ronmental exposures in the trajectories of psychotic
disorders and could help increase the ethnic diversity of
the research. However, the continuing lack of funding
support and overall encouragement of research represent
a great challenge. Extensive funding and partnerships
are, therefore, required not only to collect data, but also to
build the capacity that will allow future research initiatives.
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